No. 98420N
Aran Poncho & Hat

Although we make every effort to prevent errors from being published, we regret that they do occur and apologize for any inconvenience this may cause. The instructions for Round 5 of the Hat on this pattern were left out. Instructions for increasing have also been revised. Please note the new instructions below. Also note, there may be more than one revision to a pattern.

Under Hat, Now begin to work pattern as follows:
Rnd 1, 2, 4, 5 & 6: *K2, p2; rep from * around.

After Rnd 16 of Poncho:
Continue to inc on alternate rnds as set until there are 216(280) sts on the needle - 8(10) rep of pattern across Front and Back, 5(7) rep of pattern across each Side.

We apologize for any inconvenience.
Patterns are corrected as of November 7, 2014.